City Honors School

Cardinal Craze Week
2022

What is Cardinal Craze Week?
Each year, classes at our school spend ‘Cardinal Craze Week’ fiercely competing to win ‘The Rock of
Mount Pelion,’ commonly known as ‘The Rock.’ Take a moment to read the mystical, mysterious and
remarkable tale of how Cardinal Craze Week began at this link.
What are the CHS Class Colors?
Every grade level has a class color that they use to represent their class in hallway decorating and on
class color day:
White: 5
Purple: 6
Orange: 7
Pink: 8

Yellow: 9
Green: 10
Blue: 11
Red: 12

(grade 5 students have white shirts so they can continue the time honored tradition of tie-dying their
shirts as a special activity with the senior class in the late spring. 5th graders should be sure to hold
onto their class t-shirts after this week!)
How Can You Earn Points to Help Your Class Win The Rock?
1. Dress Up For Each Theme Day
Homeroom teachers will record every student who dresses for the day and their grade level. Here are
our theme days for the week as set by student council:
Monday, March 14th ~ CHS SPIRIT DAY
Show your City Honors Spirit by wearing your CHS gear!
Tuesday, March 15th ~ CHARACTER DAY
Dress up as a celebrity or favorite movie, TV show, or book character!
Wednesday, March 16th ~ BLACKOUT DAY
Wear all black!
(SENIORS decorate your black shirts to celebrate senior year!)
Thursday, March 17th ~ THROWBACK THURSDAY
Dress up like you are from the decade of your choice!
Friday, March 18th ~ CLASS COLOR DAY
Wear your class colors! Class Color Shirts will be sold for $5.00 during lunch periods starting Monday.
If your family budget allows, please consider paying more than $5.00 to help student council provide
shirts to students at our school who might otherwise not be able to afford a shirt.
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2002 Class Color
T-shirts!
Available for $5.00
each during all lunch
periods this week.
Please consider paying
more than $5.00 to
help provide shirts to
students who might not
otherwise be able to
afford a shirt!
2. Help Decorate Your Class Hallway
Each class has a set hallway to decorate. Social studies teachers will bring each of their classes to
that hallway once during the week to decorate. Students decorating hallways MUST have an adult
with them at all times to ensure proper supervision and safety. The hallways will be judged by a
committee of CHS faculty with advanced degrees in interior design and spirit décor at the end of the
day Thursday AND then each class is responsible for cleaning their hallway on Friday. The faculty
committee will come around to judge your cleaning at the end of day Friday. Hallway cleaning is
worth as much as hallway decorating so don’t skimp on the cleaning and be sure to carefully read
the Do’s and Don’ts document for hallway decorating at this link! Classes are penalized points
by decorating in way that violate these rules.
3. Participate in the Class Dance-Off at the Pep Assembly on Friday. See this link for more
info.
4. Help your class create their hype video. See this link for more info. Remember, you must
register your group with Mr. Moses to be the official representative(s) from your class.
5. Collect food for the CHS Food Drive (this year we already did this during ‘Fun-vember’ run by
the CHS Student Council. Points were tallied and will be added to class totals for Cardinal Craze
Week.)
6. Participate in some of the ‘on-the-spot’ competitions that take place during the pep
assemblies on Friday in the gym (we need to run separate middle school and high school pep
assemblies on Friday to ensure compliance with distancing requirements still in place. All students are
encouraged to wear masks during our pep assemblies.)
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What Else Do I Need to Know About Cardinal Craze Week?
1. We traditionally award the Rock of Mt. Pelion at the pep assembly in the gym at the end of the
week. However, because we need to run two pep assemblies to appropriately distance students, the
class that wins the the Rock will be revealed Monday morning via a video that will be streamed to all
homerooms.
2. Cardinal Craze Week is about having fun and celebrating CHS spirit. However, if we want to keep
this tradition alive and well, we still need to attend classes on-time, keep learning during the week
and be sure we are respectful of all of the same expectations of good conduct that are in place
throughout the school year.
3. We compete against other classes to win the Rock but remember that it is in the name of good fun
and we are all City Honors Centaurs. Keep the competition friendly!
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